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Turbine disconnected from the grid when it fails
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£2.000.000 turbine destroyed

60.000 people without electrity
In order to avoid such losses and damages

sensor – controller – actuator communication
must be

deterministically delay bounded
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Real-Time Quality of Service (QoS)
or industrial-grade QoS
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Fieldbus systems

Industrial Ethernet

Prioritized
Industrial Ethernet

TDMA & Ring Systems

Use SDN to provide
real-time QoS with

commodity hardware

SDN

SoA proprietary technologies are 
typically costly and not interoperable

performance
(resource efficiency)
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SDN controller

embed new flow f
with delay t

f

Embed f such that

i. its delay t
f
 is guaranteed

ii. the guarantees provided to previously 
embedded flows are still valid 
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OpenFlow rules

Delay-constrained
Routing

Network
Model

getDelay()

hasAccess()

registerPath()

The delay of a route depends on
# the physical links
# how the flow is scheduled at each node

embed new flow f
with delay t

f
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The delay of a route depends on
# the physical links
# how the flow is scheduled at each node
# the queue at which the flow is schedule at each node

assuming priority scheduling
(cheap and ubiquitous) 

with, e.g., 3 priority queues
at each output port

QUEUE LINK TOPOLOGY

Performing route selection on this topology defnes both 

Delay-constrained
Routing

Network
Model

getDelay()

hasAccess()

registerPath()

Has to be done per queue-link
e.g., get delay of queue 2 of link AB
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Delay-constrained
Routing

Network
Model

getDelay()

hasAccess()

registerPath()

As we need deterministic delay guarantees,

deterministic network calculus
is a perfect candidate modeling tool!
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assuming priority scheduling
(cheap and ubiquitous) 

queue priorities (1 being highest)

rate of flow through queue

burst of flow through queue

The service curve for priority queue                   is given by

We assume token bucket
flows through each queue

capacity of link

queue with priority       at link

maximum packet size through queue
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assuming priority scheduling
(cheap and ubiquitous) 

queue priorities (1 being highest)

rate of flow through queue

burst of flow through queue

whole link
service

service used by
higher priority queues

one packet from a
lower priority queue

(non-preemptive scheduling)

per packet delay

The service curve for priority queue                   is given by

We assume token bucket
flows through each queue

capacity of link

queue with priority       at link

maximum packet size through queue
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The service curve for priority queue                   is given by

maximum delay at queue

maximum backlog at queue
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In order to respect the QoS requirements of the flows,

The path         of a flow      must be chosen such that if fulflls the delay requirement       of the flow, 

and we must ensure that no buffer overflow occurs

Buffer capacity of a queue
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In order to respect the QoS requirements of the flows,

The path         of a flow      must be chosen such that if fulflls the delay requirement       of the flow, 

and we must ensure that no buffer overflow occurs

We have...

Must be fulflled at all times, 
for all the flows

Dependence on other flows embedded at the same link

Buffer capacity of a queue
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Should we re-check all the 
previously embedded flows?

No, it does not scale!

 → Defne upper bounds which are independent of the state of the network!

Delay-constrained
Routing

Network
Model

getDelay()

hasAccess()

registerPath()

returns the upper bound

makes sure the upper bound is not 
reached if a flow is added to the 
current state

adds the flow to current state
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Let‘s fnd an upper bound independent of the network state...
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Let‘s fnd an upper bound independent of the network state...

Packets cannot be bigger than the biggest Ethernet frame size
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Let‘s fnd an upper bound independent of the network state...

defned as the maximum rate that can be accepted at a queue
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Let‘s fnd an upper bound independent of the network state...

Limit bursts such that no buffer overflow occurs

The maximum bursts                               can be computed recursively

etc.
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resource allocation algorithm
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We have the following expression, independent of the state of the network,

defned per queue by a 
resource allocation algorithm

computed recursively

The opposite can 
actually also be done...
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The Multi-Hop Model (MHM)
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Let‘s see how this looks like graphically...

Delay-constrained
Routing

Network
Model

getDelay()

hasAccess()

registerPath()

The Multi-Hop Model (MHM)

at a link with 3 priority queues

high priority queue medium priority queue

low priority queue
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In such a situation, the MHM leads to a waste of resources

The buffer budget will never be used!
because the rate blocks acceptance of other flows

current usage of 
the queue

maximum usage of 
the queue

wasted buffer 
space
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A solution is to artifcially reduce the buffer budget!

current usage of 
the queue

maximum usage of 
the queue

No wasted 
buffer space

This also reduces the delay of the queue,
And hence the lower priority queues can have
- a lower delay, or
- a higher burst budget, or
- a higher data rate budget

delay/burst/data rate
budget trade-off
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The resource allocation hence has to allocate

# : a data rate

# : a buffer capacity

to each queue in the network.

The resource allocation algorithm is responsible for adjusting a priori,
the trade-off between resources

The quality of this choice depends on the type of flows

 → bursty traffic? rate demanding traffic? low delay?

delay/burst/data rate
budget trade-off
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We have to fnd an upper bound independent of the network state...

The MHM does this by bounding                            ,                              and 

The resource allocation algorithm can rather bound the delay itself

and let everything vary as long as 

Can we do this differently?
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The resource allocation algorithm can rather bound the delay itself

and let everything vary as long as 
set by the resource 

allocation algorithm

buffer capacity

Requires to check lower priority queues and higher priority queues
before the addition of a new flow because there might be unknown best-

effort traffic in the lowest priority queue
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Delay-constrained
Routing

Network
Model

getDelay()

hasAccess()

registerPath()

The Threshold-based Model (TBM)

Requires up to              times more 
work than the MHM

But no a priori choice on the burst/rate/delay trade-off
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Let‘s see how this looks like graphically... at a link with 3 priority queues

high priority queue
medium priority queue

low priority queue

Let‘s try to add 
a new flow here

Impossible: the deadline of this 
queue would be violated

X

Low priority 
blocking problem
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Let‘s see how this looks like graphically... at a link with 3 priority queues

high priority queue
medium priority queue
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Let‘s try to add 
another flow here
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Let‘s see how this looks like graphically... at a link with 3 priority queues

high priority queue
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Let‘s try to add 
another flow here
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Let‘s see how this looks like graphically... at a link with 3 priority queues

high priority queue
medium priority queue

low priority queue

Let‘s try to add 
another flow here

OKAY: the delay of all queues is still satisfed
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Delay-constrained
Routing

Network
Model

getDelay()

hasAccess()

registerPath()

The Multi-Hop Model (MHM)

+ fast
- a priori choice 
- 2 parameters to allocate

+ no a priori choice
+ 1 parameter to allocate
- blocking problem
- slower
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Evaluation of the models
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Evaluation of the MHM in a real wind park setup
Model running on top of OpenDaylight

Network gradually congested 
until the MHM rejects all the 

flows between SW0 and SW2

SW0-SW2-SW0 flow with a 
12ms deadline
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2 ms

1.5 ms

0.5 ms

1 ms

Delay guarantee 12ms

Packets

Evolution of the packet delay for the SW0-SW2-SW0 flow

0 ms

Delay border never violated, no packet loss
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2 ms

1.5 ms

0.5 ms

1 ms

Delay guarantee 12ms

Packets

Evolution of the packet delay for the SW0-SW2-SW0 flow

0 ms

Delay border never violated, no packet loss

delay increasing while increasing cross traffic

cross traffic stopped
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Simulation of the MHM and TBM
4 queues, various topologies, various routing procedures, various delay constraints

TBM around               times slower

TBM potential to perform better but depends on how the routing and resource allocation 
algorithms avoid the blocking problem

The performance of the models is highly dependent on the other routing/resource 
allocation algorithms 
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Delay-constrained
Routing

Network
Model

getDelay()

hasAccess()

registerPath()

[1][2] This presentation!
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